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With the anticipated release of their debut album ‘Glass Army’, DeLooze are 
issuing a call-to-arms.  
In their wide-screen world of haunting, grandiose, dark pop narratives, a movement is 
growing. DeLooze recruitment drive is building momentum and something truly 
original through the power of human interaction.  
 

Many recruits have already pledged their allegiance to the movement – signing up to 
receive their exclusive Glass Army patch, and marking their loyalty to the crusade 
with an online post. This is a community founded on mutual respect between artist 
and fan. 
 

Welcome to The Glass Army. 
 

The progressive brainchild behind this movement is musical and visual artist Stacey 
DeLooze. With a growing fan base, and assisted on her journey by artists, including 
Chris Hayden & Tom Moth (Florence + The Machine), Cedric Le Moyne (Remy 
Zero, Alannis Morrissette, Gnarls Barkley), Mikko Gordon (Atoms for Peace), and 
Mercury nominee Liran Donin, Stacey has founded a unique musical project, 
exploring what she sees as the essential juxtaposition in our glass-like fragility.  
 

Bridging the gap between dark and light, vulnerable and powerful, earthy and 
extravagant, her spin on musical melodrama is fronted by her electrifying vocal 
abilities, with each performance morphing from a subtle, tender elegance to a visceral 
howl, all the time maintaining an immense affective quality, coupled with an 
enviable knack for harmonic hook. Her music acts as vessel for a thrilling fusion of 
genres – from the pounding, heavy pinnacles, to the intimate, stirring organic 
melodies and pulsing electronic backdrop below the track’s operatic, bold, baroque 
vision.  

 

These cinematic and brooding qualities within the music have already been 
acknowledged, and featured across the Atlantic in Eli Roth's new hit American TV 
drama 'Hemlock Grove' and Cinemax series 'Banshee'.   
 

The album’s story is performed most vividly at the DeLooze live show – where 
accompanied by video projections and bespoke lighting, the full band bring to life the 
grandiose sound and visual narrative of the record, in what Stacey describes as being 
“like a modern approach to a unique live experience ”.  

 

The DeLooze soldiers are on the march. 
 

"...infectious tonic of crunchy, industrial instrumental sections and pop diva vocal 
hooks."  The Line of Best Fit 
 

 �Tech-pop noir, there's a hint of 'Bladerunner' in DeLooze' ability to match dark, 
dank atmosphere with intriguing pop music." Clash Magazine   
 

“Siouxie Sioux-style vocals, Kate Bushy songs and spooky, heavily reverbed 
orchestrations with smack-in-the-face industrial electronics” – Time Out  

Delooze will perform a very special set at their ‘Glass Army’ album launch on 16th 
April at Electrowerkz, London. More details here: 
http://www.musicglue.com/delooze/events/16-apr-14-delooze---glass-army-album-
launch-electrowerkz/ 
     

Artist Links: Website: www.deloozeofficial.com/  
Twitter: twitter.com/DeLoozeMusic  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/deloozemusic 
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Tracklisting: 
1. Intro 
2. Nature Boy 
3. Death Star 
4. Holler 
5. Mountains 
6. We Are Transient 
7. Too Heavy To Stand 
8. The Show 
9. Lost Army 
10. Roads 


